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CUNA and NAFCU announced their intent to merge to form a single, powerful
entity to serve credit unions more efficiently and effectively, without
redundancies.

Read more
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John Cassidy will address ICU Day events in Hawaii. International Credit Union
Day is Thursday, October 19, 2023. This marks the 75th anniversary of this
iconic industry day.

Read more

HUGS Executive Director Amy Morton-Sogi and Development Director Alex
Wereszczynskyj stopped by the Hawaii Central FCU Main branch on King
Street where they were presented with a check in the amount of $1,052.00.
Last week, a team of ten staff volunteers cooked up some local favorites for co-
workers in exchange for a fifteen-dollar donation. The team sold 51 plate
lunches, and presented 100% of the proceeds to HUGS, yesterday afternoon.

Just like the temperatures, the summer movie season has reached the boiling
point. Two of the year’s most highly anticipated movies, “Barbie” and
Oppenheimer,” both opened in theaters on July 21 and together grossed nearly
a quarter of a billion dollars just their first weekend.
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So why should credit unions care?

Read more

One of the key components of Hawaii Foodbank’s “Nourish Our Ohana”
initiative is ensuring Hawaii’s kids don’t miss a meal this summer. Danny
Schlag Hawaii Food Bank Director of Marketing and Communications shared
his thoughts on feeding island keiki, especially during the summer.

Read more

HOCU and HUGS Hawaii empower local students through successful school
supply drive.

Read more
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Year after year, Hickam FCU continues to support KCMN and their mission to
save and improve the lives of children and their families. KCMN's cause
perfectly aligns with Hickam FCU's core values of caring, integrity, and
commitment.

Read more

Mark your calendar and join your credit union ohana at our
2024 annual convention.

Calendar of Events
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